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China & Its Neighbors

- Russia's Image of China and Russian-Chinese Relations(n1).; By Lukin, Alexander., East Asia: An International Quarterly, Mar1999, Vol. 17 Issue 1, p5
- Taiwan's Future: Mongolia or Tibet?.; By Chung, Chien-Peng., Asian Affairs: An American Review, Jan2001, Vol. 27 Issue 4, p233

Cultural Revolution
• **CALL ME QINGNIAN BUT NOT FUNU: A MAOIST YOUTH IN RETROSPECT.**  ; By Wang Zheng., Feminist Studies, Mar2001, Vol. 27 Issue 1, p9
• **Chinese calligraphy and the cultural revolution.**  ; By Zheng, Da., Journal of Popular Culture, Sep1994, Vol. 28 Issue 2, p185
• **Ideological and political tendencies of factions in the...**  ; By Hongbiao, Yin., Journal of Contemporary China, Nov1996, Vol. 5 Issue 13, p269
• **New Trends of Thought on the Cultural Revolution.**  ; By Wang, Shaoguang., Journal of Contemporary China, Jul1999, Vol. 8 Issue 21, p197
• **The Problem of the Intelligentsia and Radicalism in Higher Education Under Stalin and Mao.**  ; By Zhu, Lisheng., Europe-Asia Studies, Dec2000, Vol. 52 Issue 8, p1489
• **Propaganda posters from the Chinese cultural revolution.**  ; By Powell, Patricia., Historian, Jun1997, Vol. 59 Issue 4, p776

**Education**

• **EDUCATION IN CHINA: PREPARATION FOR CITIZENSHIP.**  ; By Lawrence, Rod., Asian Affairs, Oct2000, Vol. 31 Issue 3, p273
• **Educational reform in mainland China.**  ; By Pikcunas, Diane D., Mankind Quarterly, Mar1990, Vol. 30 Issue 3, p179
• **The Historical Evolution of Bilingual Education for China's Ethnic Minorities.**  ; By Dai Qingxia., Chinese Education & Society, Mar2001, Vol. 34 Issue 2, p7
• **The Introduction of Chemical Theories into Nineteenth-Century China.**  ; By Yadong Li., Annals of Science, Sep1994, Vol. 51 Issue 5, p517
• **An Introduction to Chinese Psychology--Its Historical Roots Until the Present Day.**  ; By Higgins, Louise T., Journal of Psychology, Mar2002, Vol. 136 Issue 2, p225
• **Modern Chinese psychology: Its indigenous roots and international influences.**  ; By Fu, Xiaolan., International Journal of Psychology, Dec2001, Vol. 36 Issue 6, p408
• **On the keynote and objective basis of adult education in Tibet.**  ; By Niu Zhifu., Chinese Education & Society, Jul1997, Vol. 30 Issue 4, p89
• **The Problem of the Intelligentsia and Radicalism in Higher Education Under Stalin and Mao.**  ; By Zhu, Lisheng., Europe-Asia Studies, Dec2000, Vol. 52 Issue 8, p1489
• **Problems Related to Bilingual Education in Tibet.**  ; By Badeng Nima., Chinese Education & Society, Mar2001, Vol. 34 Issue 2, p91

**Hong Kong, Macao, & Other Colonial Issues**

• **THE BRITISH AT WEIHAIWEI: A CASE STUDY IN THE IRRATIONALITY OF EMPIRE.**  ; By Davis, Clarence B., Historian, Sep2000, Vol. 63 Issue 1, p87
• **The Boxer Rising.**  ; By Preston, Diana., Asian Affairs, Feb2000, Vol. 31 Issue 1, p26
• **Changing Colors Over Macao.**  ; By Felger, Commander Daniel G., Naval History, Dec1999, Vol. 13 Issue 6, p28
• **CHINESE BURNS BRITAIN IN CHINA 1842-1900.**  ; By Bickers, Robert., History Today, Aug2000, Vol. 50 Issue 8, p10
• Coffee, tea, or opium? ; By Wilson, Samuel M., Natural History, Nov1993, Vol. 102 Issue 11, p74
• THE DILEMMA OF ACCOMMODATION: RECONCILING CHRISTIANITY AND CHINESE CULTURE IN THE 1920s. ; By Xu, Xiaqun., Historian, Sep1997, Vol. 60 Issue 1, p21
• 'GREATNESS THRUST UPON THEM': Hong Kong Before and After the British. ; By Baker, Hugh D.R., Asian Affairs, Feb1985, Vol. 16 Issue 1, p46
• Hong Kong after the Reversion: in search of a post-colonial order. ; By Tang, James T. H., Journal of Contemporary China, Mar1999, Vol. 8 Issue 20, p5
• Margaret Thomson in China, 1917-1939. ; By Berg, Carol., Historian, Mar1991, Vol. 53 Issue 3, p454
• The real sand pebbles. ; By Cole, Bernard D., Naval History, Feb2000, Vol. 14 Issue 1, p16

Marriage, Social Customs, & Popular Culture

• A brief survey of Chinese popular culture. ; By Zhang, Zhiyuan., Journal of Popular Culture, Sep1993, Vol. 27 Issue 2, p1
• Buying brides in China--again. ; By Gates, Hill., Anthropology Today, Aug1996, Vol. 12 Issue 4, p8
• The Male Bond in Chinese History and Culture. ; By Mann, Susan., American Historical Review, Dec2000, Vol. 105 Issue 5, p1600
• Margaret Thomson in China, 1917-1939. ; By Berg, Carol., Historian, Mar1991, Vol. 53 Issue 3, p454
• Marriage and Childbearing in China Since 1940. ; By Coale, Ansley J., Social Forces, Jun1989, Vol. 67 Issue 4, p833
• Marriage and family among China's minority nationalities as viewed from Beijing. ; By Ruxian, Yan., Mankind Quarterly, Jun1991, Vol. 31 Issue 4, p345
• Portrait of a Social Worker in China. ; By Bong-ho Mok., Social Work, Jul1987, Vol. 32 Issue 4, p356
• Village Context, Women's Status, and Son Preference Among Rural Chinese Women*. ; By Li, Jianghong., Rural Sociology, Mar2003, Vol. 68 Issue 1, p87

Medicine & Health Care

• China's HIV Crisis. ; By Gill, Bates., Foreign Affairs, Mar2002, Vol. 81 Issue 2, p96
• Chinese Traveling Doctor, 1905. ; By Burns, Stanley B., Journal of Alternative & Complementary Medicine, Aug2001, Vol. 7 Issue 4, p313
• From Mao to market reform. ; By Hesketh, Therese., BMJ: British Medical Journal, 05/24/1997, Vol. 314 Issue 7093, p1543 (Abstract only. Full-text is available from Highwire Press)
• Holism and Caring: Nursing in the Chinese Health Care Culture. ; By Wong, Thomas K.S., Holistic Nursing Practice, Oct2000, Vol. 15 Issue 1, p12
• An Introduction to Chinese Psychology--It's Historical Roots Until the Present Day. ; By Higgins, Louise T., Journal of Psychology, Mar2002, Vol. 136 Issue 2, p225
• Modern Chinese psychology: Its indigenous roots and international influences. ; By Fu, Xiaolan., International Journal of Psychology, Dec2001, Vol. 36 Issue 6, p408
• Traditional Chinese medicine: One country, two systems. ; By Hesketh, Therese., BMJ: British Medical Journal, 07/12/1997, Vol. 315 Issue 7100, p115 (Abstract only. Full-text is available from Highwire Press)

One-Child Policy
• China's One-Child Policy and the Care of Children: An Analysis of Qualitative and Quantitative Data.; By Short, Susan E., Social Forces, Mar2001, Vol. 79 Issue 3, p913
• China attempts to soften its one-child policy.; By Bernman, Jessica., Lancet, 02/13/1999, Vol. 353 Issue 9152, p567
• The one child family policy: The good, the bad, and the ugly.; By Hesketh, Therese., BMJ: British Medical Journal, 06/07/1997, Vol. 314 Issue 7095, p1685 (Abstract only. Full-text is available from Highwire Press)
• One family, one child.; By Peiyun, Peng., Harvard International Review, Sep1994, Vol. 16 Issue 4, p30

Politics & Economics

• The Market Economy, Gender Equality, and Women's Development from the Viewpoint of Women's...; By Wu Xiaoping., Chinese Education & Society, Nov2000, Vol. 33 Issue 6, p44
• Shanghai between State and Market in Urban Transformation.; By Sun Sheng Han., Urban Studies, Oct2000, Vol. 37 Issue 11, p2091

Religious & Ethnic Minorities

• THE DILEMMA OF ACCOMMODATION: RECONCILING CHRISTIANITY AND CHINESE CULTURE IN THE 1920s.; By Xu, Xiaoyun., Historian, Sep1997, Vol. 60 Issue 1, p21
• Fa Lun Gong and Religious Freedom.; By Wyse, Marion., Cross Currents, Mar2000, Vol. 50 Issue 1/2, p277
The Historical Evolution of Bilingual Education for China's Ethnic Minorities; By Dai Qingxia., Chinese Education & Society, Mar2001, Vol. 34 Issue 2, p7


Marriage and family among China's minority nationalities as viewed from Beijing; By Ruxian, Yan., Mankind Quarterly, Jun1991, Vol. 31 Issue 4, p345

Marxism and Christianity within the Great Wall; By Huang Yu., Asian Philosophy, Mar1994, Vol. 4 Issue 1, p33

Muslims in post-Mao China; By Dillon, Michael., Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs, Jan1996, Vol. 16 Issue 1, p41

A new wave of Muslim revivalism in China; By Israeli, Raphael., Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs, Oct1997, Vol. 17 Issue 2, p269


Tibet


Complete autonomy: The best approach to peaceful resolution of the Tibet Problem; By Mingxu, Xu., Journal of Contemporary China, Jul1998, Vol. 7 Issue 18, p369

The Dalai Lama's dilemma; By Goldstein, Melvyn C., Foreign Affairs, Jan1998, Vol. 77 Issue 1, p83

Economic liberalization and separatist nationalism: The cases of Sri Lanka and Tibet; By Alling, Greg., Journal of International Affairs, Jun1997, Vol. 51 Issue 1, p117

Forecast study of the scale of development of basic education in Tibet; By Li Hanbang., Chinese Education & Society, Jul1997, Vol. 30 Issue 4, p60

The implication of demilitarization of Tibet for Sino-Indian relations and Asian security; By Zhao, Suisheng., Asian Affairs: An American Review, Jan1996, Vol. 22 Issue 4, p254

On the keynote and objective basis of adult education in Tibet; By Niu Zhifu., Chinese Education & Society, Jul1997, Vol. 30 Issue 4, p89

Problems Related to Bilingual Education in Tibet; By Badeng Nima., Chinese Education & Society, Mar2001, Vol. 34 Issue 2, p91


Resolving the Tibet Question: problems and prospects; By Sautman, Barry., Journal of Contemporary China, Feb2002, Vol. 11 Issue 30, p77


The Tibet Policies of Britain and Russia, 1900-14; By Kuleshov, Nikolai S., Asian Affairs, Feb2000, Vol. 31 Issue 1, p41

The Tibet question; By Sautman, Barry., Problems of Post-Communism, May1997, Vol. 44 Issue 3, p15


Tiananmen

Looking Back at Tiananmen Square; By Lui, Andrew., Peace Review, Mar2000, Vol. 12 Issue 1, p139

The Tiananmen Papers; By Nathan, Andrew J., Foreign Affairs, Jan2001, Vol. 80 Issue 1, p2
Women in China

- **CALL ME QINGNIAN BUT NOT FUNU: A MAOIST YOUTH IN RETROSPECT.** By Wang Zheng., Feminist Studies, Mar2001, Vol. 27 Issue 1, p9
- **Evolution of the Confucian Concept of Women's Value in Recent Times.** By Lin Jiling., Chinese Education & Society, Nov2000, Vol. 33 Issue 6, p15
- **Village Context, Women's Status, and Son Preference Among Rural Chinese Women*.** By Li, Jianghong., Rural Sociology, Mar2003, Vol. 68 Issue 1, p87